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The “three rural issues” is a Chinese current social hot top, also is a difficult 
problem in theory research. From the point of rural current situation, there are still 
many problems in the operation of villagers' autonomy. The rural collective funds, 
assets, resources are the focus problems mainly reflected by the current rural masses. 
These kinds of problems cover a wide range and have a direct impact on the stability 
of the countryside. Analyzing the reason, it is mainly because of the lack of 
supervision on the autonomy of villagers. At present, the theory research of villagers' 
autonomous supervision is mainly focus on the aspect of the democratic supervision. 
From the actual operation, we know that the democratic supervision of the result is 
unsatisfactory and the supervision to the village committee is much difficult, that’s all 
because of the influence on the villager quality, clan, acquaintance society and other 
factors. Therefore, carrying out supervision to the villagers autonomous by the 
people's government of village (town) become to the important way to strengthen the 
current supervision to the village committee. 
In view of whether the current executive authority can intervene in the issues, such 
as villagers’ autonomy, the current situation of villagers' autonomy supervision, 
combining empirical analysis and theoretical analysis and through selecting the JL 
County of Fujian Province as a sample, this article discusses villagers' autonomy in 
the administrative supervision from many aspects .meanwhile, according to our 
country 's actual situation, there are many ideas and suggestions about the current 















supervision system proposed in this article. This paper is divided into five parts, and 
the concrete structure is as follows:   
The part of introduction mainly analyzes a group event caused by failed villagers’ 
autonomous supervision, then summarize the real sense of villager autonomy of 
administrative supervision. 
The first chapter introduces the British and French local autonomous country 
supervision theory, and summarizes the common characteristics and the reference on 
the theory of villager autonomy supervision in our country. The second chapter is the 
legal analysis of administrative supervision of the villagers' autonomy in our country. 
It is mainly focus on the discussion of administrative intervention in villagers, legal 
basis for carrying out supervision to the village committee. 
Chapter 3 tells us how our country administrative supervision system of 
villagers' autonomy to define itself, and the current situation of the villagers' 
autonomy supervision, the effect of democratic supervision and the realistic 
significance of promoting administrative supervision. 
The fourth chapter takes JL County in Fujian Province as a sample and analyzes 
it based on the analysis of sociology, then puts forward the villagers' autonomy of the 
constitution of the administrative supervision vision. 
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引  言 
一、研究背景 




在省、市、县二个多月的努力下，县调查组于 2008 年 7 月 10 日将收集的
284 份林业合同按自然村分村公布，对收集村民诉求合同 211 份，通过调查会商
逐份提出处理意见，其中：建议终止合同 61 份，建议完善合同 106 份，建议维
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① 潘嘉玮,周贤日.村民自治与行政权冲突[M].北京:中国人民大学出版社.2004.186. 
















































                                                        
① 1988 年国务院政府工作报告，http://www.gov.cn/test/2006-02/16/content_200865.htm，2011 年 8 月 1 日访
问. 
② 2010 年政府工作报告，http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2011h/2011-03/15/c_121189428_2.htm，2011 年 8
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